UN76 Dialogue: We are Grateful for All Stakeholders Impacting Change with the SDGs

Tuesday, December 21, 2021 @ 1PM – 3:30PM, EST
RSVP Here

We are grateful to those who strive to meet the evolving challenges to end the pandemic. There are stakeholders from all sectors investing in new strategic designs and approaches for sustainable solutions. Each sector has a critical role in building back stronger utilizing more inclusive resilient resources while acknowledging the vital importance of technology to develop connectivity in all regions. We support advocacy for gender equity, a growing inclusive economy, and cultural diversity. Recently, the UN Secretary-General H.E. Antonio Guterres, released his “Our Common Agenda” Report where he spoke of the urgency in addressing the rapidly growing global issues and importance of being inclusive while investing in innovative solutions. Leaders are developing solution-driven investments that are impacting positive change in line with the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals to achieve success for the UN2030 Sustainable Development Agenda to “Leave No One Behind.” We appreciate H.E. Abdulla Shahid, UN76 President of the United Nations General Assembly for his message of Hope and respecting the rights of all.

Welcome & Moderator
* Ms. Margo LaZaro, President and Chair, NGOCSD-NY, Director of UN Relations for Global Family, Co-Founder & CSO of the SDG Impact Awards Community, Partner of C4UNWN, Urban Cluster Convenor

Sharing Reflections
* Dr. Chantal Line Carpentier, Chief of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) New York Office of the UN Secretary-General
* Mr. Marc-André Dorel, Acting Chief of the NGO Branch at the Office for Intergovernmental Support and Coordination, United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
* Ms. Hawa Taylor-Kamara Diallo, Chief of the Civil Society Unit within the Civil Society, Advocacy and Special Events Section of the United Nations Department of Global Communications

Impacting Change
* Mr. Simon Littlewood, Founder & CEO of SDG Global Group
* Ms. Genevieve Leveille, CEO and Principal Founder of AgriLedger, Vice-Chair of techUK. Distributed Ledger Technologies Working Group
* Mr. Kristaps Cirulis, Founder of Now Next Design, Co-founder of Terrawaste Recycling and Founding Partner of Collective High Tech
* Dr. Nina Smart, Founder of Servicing Wild Flowers International, Coordinator of the SIPA’s Migration Project in Romania (Soroptimist International President’s Appeal) in partnership with AIDRom
* Ms. Zoë Pappis Schultz, Founder and Executive Director of When We Band Together

Empowering Youth
* Mr. Erastus B. Mong’are, HSC, Founder and Executive Director for StartUpAfrica, Inc.
* Ms. Julia Sora Wykoff, Founder and CEO of Zaal Carees
* Ms. Nudhara Yusuf, Global Youth Coordinator at the Coalition for the UN We Need and Global Governance Innovation Network Facilitator at The Stimson Center
* Mr. Steven Aiello, Founder and Director of Debate for Peace. Tel Aviv, Israel

C4UNWN – UN Secretary General’s Our Common Agenda
* Mr. Jeffery Huffines, Senior Advisor of the Coalition for the UN We Need & Together First

Interactive Dialogue Exchange